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Abstract— the advance of mobile learning technologies has led to a new research issue in education, that is, the development of educational assessment with personalized learning system supports. In the meantime, it also becomes a challenging issue to evaluate the students learning achievement in mobile environment. In this paper, an integration of student modeling system with dynamic assessment strategy and context recommendations is proposed. This combination is able to guide the student to the proper level of performance by providing him with the necessary hints and learning material recommendations. The theoretical basis of dynamic assessment produce a proper mediation to help learners to apply some necessary principles to independently solve problems and thus learn more, plus provide more accurate individual knowledge estimation. Moreover, proper learning materials are suggested to the students to support their understanding and development of their knowledge level.
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I. Introduction

In the last decade, several studies have addressed the advantages of web-based learning. Various learning methodologies such as assessment and feedback mechanism, learning material recommendation method and educational website evaluation criteria have been presented for enhancing the effectiveness of web-based learning [1]. However, educators have emphasized the importance and necessity of “ubiquitous Learning”, in which students can work without limitations of time and place. Therefore, it has become a challenging issue to access learning digital-world resources via the use of mobile and wireless communication technologies [2]. In such a new learning environment, students are situated in real-world scenarios, accessing the online resources via handheld devices and wireless networks. Such a learning scenario has been called mobile learning [3] or ubiquitous learning [4]. The most essential thing in mobile learning is that it is dynamic, and it can provide online expert and best resources for the students anytime. It helps to remove some of the formality from the learning experience and encourage learners to remain more focused for longer periods. Also, it can automatically adapt to learner’s interest and level through providing personalized system [5].

In improving personalized regulated learning, researches have focused on the educational assessment in which can be an effective strategy in directing the student upon the appropriate learning path. Assessment keeps teachers affording functional feedbacks, and allows students to navigate their own performance by addressing the strength and failure points in their cognitive ability [6]. Besides, it provides students with further dependence on their own feedback for more knowledge improvement [7]. However, researchers have also indicated the difficulty of supporting and approaching learners in such digital environments including the selection of situations that would afford the particular knowledge to be learned [8], the provision of “scaffolding” for learners with different prior knowledge or competence, and managing of teachers learning system to analyse the learning progress of students. Therefore, it has become an important and challenging issue to develop effective and easy-to-follow learning guidance models for mobile systems [9].

To cope with this problem, this paper proposes a dynamic assessment-based approach integrated with student modeling and context recommender system for mobile learning. This approach helps improve students’ learning attitudes and cognitive load of the from different aspects. Dynamic Assessment differs sharply from the most other forms of assessment in its basis, that fully understanding the learners’ abilities and shifting the focus to the process through which abilities are formed [10]. It is called ‘dynamic’ because of its attempt to assess processes (depends on the student’s state), and the occurrence of teaching within the assessments [11]. However, very limited research and studies have performed the dynamic assessment strategies in the educational environment and specifically within the mobility community.

The presented system integrated the concept of dynamic assessment with mobile Student modeling and learning recommendations methodologies, to get more personalized approach scaffolding the student learning process and achieving better knowledge level.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Section 2 relates this work to existing approaches. Section 3 describes the presents the overall architecture and its’ basic components, and in section 4 we summarize and point to future work.

II. Related Work

A. Student Modelling

A student model is the base for constructing personalization in computing educational applications. It represents several cognitive issues, such as, analysing the student’s performance, isolating the underlying misconceptions, representing
students’ goals and plans, identifying prior and acquired knowledge, and describing personality characteristics. It is a process of gathering relevant information in order to infer and represent the current cognitive state of the student. Therefore, it is an effective way in making instructional decisions which enables understanding and identification of students’ needs [12]. In order to apply the student modelling approach efficiently, some requirements need to be determined, and they are stated as follows:

- **Student Personalisation**
  A significant initial stage of constructing a student model is to consider the appropriate students’ preferences. The question “what aspects of the student should we model in a specific intelligent tutoring system?” has to be answered when a new student model is built [13]. Such aspects are implemented in many systems under the title of student profiling, such as [14] and [15] who presented an approach to dynamically update mobile users’ profiles so that they can be provided with appropriate services while moving from one location to another.

- **Student Prior Knowledge**
  Learners’ prior knowledge is considered to be one of the most important factors affecting learning effectiveness and influence learner achievements. Learner will have trouble in learning new information and constructing new understandings when they lack appropriate prior knowledge [16]. Learners with different levels of prior knowledge had different perceptions about the features of learning environment; they need more guidance and assistance to facilitate their learning in a personalized Learning environment [17]. On the other side, several studies have addressed some drawbacks of user modeling, in general. Kobsa [18] made the point that the user modeling components draw mostly on assumptions about the user, which may not necessarily be correct. User modeling therefore inherently involves the risk of misunderstandings. Furthermore, [19] listed similar problems for adaptive assessment, for example the inconsistency in estimating a learner’s knowledge level, and a lack in supporting lifelong learning in adaptive assessment systems according to the difficulties in updating rules, content and assessment within these systems. According to what have been highlighted above, the proposed system overcomes the mentioned problems by integrating the dynamic assessment techniques with the user modeling in order to produce more accurate estimation of user knowledge support lifelong learning, through the continues updating of the student performance level in the educational environment.

**B. Dynamic Assessment**

The development of dynamic assessment was greatly influenced by L.S. Vygotsky whose set the role social context of children’s learning and development and ways to improve their level performance level using the adult’s assistance. By proposing the theory of the ‘Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) which describes the difference between the learners performances achieved with and without adults guidance, greater number of opportunities are provided to interact with more competent peers and adults, such as teachers [20].

According to Sternberg [21], there are commonly two formats of dynamic assessment: sandwich format and cake format. Both formats are presented in the form of test–teach–retest. Sandwich format dynamic assessment means that the teaching is held between pre-test and post-test, thus constituting a sandwich-like process. In cake format dynamic assessment, the teaching is a response to examinee’s answers to each item. The main difference between the two dynamic assessments’ format is that instruction and assessment are separate in sandwich format dynamic assessment but combined in cake format dynamic assessment. Since this research treats assessment as teaching and learning strategy, the main feature of cake format dynamic assessment is the design of successive and proper series of hints. This design is similar to the ‘graduated prompt approach’ presented by [22]. They start with ‘general hints’ with little specific information about the solution, and gradually become ‘specific hints’ describes detailed blueprint from which learners can generate the correct answer. This research refers to the ‘graduated prompt approach’ which is developed by GPAM-WATA and the hints (called instructional prompts (IPs)) provided by its dynamic assessment items [23]. Conducting the dynamic assessment with context aware is presented by Huang who used a decision tree approach to guide the individual students to improve their ability for classifying Host Plants of Butterflies in the physical learning environment. An assessment activity has been conducted in an elementary school to show the positive effect on student performance motivation [24].

Our approach will extend the ‘Graduated Prompting Assessment Module of the WATA system (GPAM-WATA) integrated with obtained personalized student’s modeling. This integration will provide more accurate personalized performance for each individual, as well as, better approach in enhancing student learning process. According to [25], the ‘graduated prompt approach’ (presented in GPAM-WATA) emphasizes that when examinees have difficulties solving problems, examiners would help them through mediation (hints). The interaction between examiners and examinees can help examinees discover or apply some principles to independently solve problems and learn more. Therefore, it is expected that IPs may play the role of a teacher in instructing and guiding learners depending on their previous knowledge towards expert performance level. The teaching process will be performed through suggesting the proper learning material depending on the student knowledge level in each stage. The post dynamic test will be performed once again to extract his new level; hence the student profile will keep dynamically updating the new student performance state.

**c. Context Recommender System**

Recommender systems have been researched extensively since the last decade. Suitable resources are identified from a
potentially overwhelming variety of choices to facilitate both learning and teaching tasks. As learning is taking place in extremely diverse and rich mobile environments, the incorporation of contextual information about the user in the recommendation process has grabbed major interest. Such contextualization is researched as a paradigm for building intelligent systems that can better predict and response to their behavior and preferences. Most systems suggest learning resources to help students with their learning activities such as [26] and [27]. Additionally, intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) use information about the learner to suggest personalized hints solving a problem [28]. Since mobile learning environment mostly depends on a learner context as a personalized approach of user’s modeling, therefore, from a technical perspective, there is a need to define context in a more specific way as an operational term [29]. The location context of the user is taken into account by several systems. Lehsten et al. [30] detected the location to indicate whether the learner is attending a lecture, if not, a stream of the lecture or other relevant learning resources is recommended, similar work presented by [31] and [32]. User preferences are also captured in different ways, depending on the type of information. CALS [33] and [34] detect information about learning styles explicitly via registration module, which enables the user to select the best matching learning style. Furthermore, user’s interests are modeled implicitly through interactions of the user with the system [32].

The proposed system will handle the issue of context user recommendations through suggesting test items and learning materials depending on the student context (train, library, home or school). The idea behind this is to adapt the location and the learning item complexity depending on the student knowledge level and context. The system will recommend more complex learning material after detecting the place that the student can concentrate, while the less complicated items are suggested in other places like train or university where the student are most likely to be distracted. These locations are explicitly defined previously by the user and the system will detect it implicitly.

III. System Design

This paper presents a Dynamic Recommendations for Student Assessment (DRSA) general prototype for supporting more accurate learning recommendations, and easing the student knowledge level development in mobile learning applications. The proposed architecture consists of two essential patterns: Automated Learning side and mobile student side as illustrated in Figure1.
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As described in the figure, Automated Learning Side contains four major components:

- **The student Modelling Engine:**

  It is composed by a range of relevant information about the student using the M-learning environment. Frequently common types of information used in this engine can include the learner knowledge, context information, preferences, learning styles, etc. Generally, according to [35], two main categories are outlined in student modeling: the domain specific information and the domain independent information. The presented approach adopted three components student’s model: Profile Builder, Profile Organizer, and Profile Adapter. These components get the user personalized preferences by accessing student scores in any Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) as described below:

  - **Profile Builder:** it is in charge of the creation of two types of profiles in order to carry out the personalization efficiently: Static and Dynamic user profile. Static features, for instance, email, age, tongue language etc., are set before the learning process takes place, and they usually remain unchanged throughout the learning session. While dynamic features, are determined directly from the student’s interactions with the system and updated during learning sessions based on the collected data [36]. Therefore, the challenge is to define the individual dynamic student’s characteristics that constitute the base for the system’s adaptation. These characteristics include knowledge and skills, errors and misconceptions, learning styles and preferences, affective and cognitive factors. Knowledge refers
to the prior knowledge of a student on the knowledge domain as well as her/his current knowledge level. This is usually measured through questionnaires and tests that observed during student’s learning process each time the student is dynamically assessed. This observation of the learner during instruction requires the usage of intelligent methods, such as, Bayesian or machine learning methods which keeps the learner knowledge state updated.

Profile Organizer: It is responsible of putting each user (after accessing their profiles) within a cluster of users whose share similar preferences. By gathering the new users with the users groups, the new user (who recently created their profile and do not have yet enough behavioral historical data) can benefit from other users’ experiences, and have already some term of knowledge discovery and learning resources recommendations. Some of learner modeling approaches might be used in order to group similar learners into categories, such as, Stereotypes and Overlay methods. Although Stereotypes is powerful in providing considerable information based on basic observations, it does not provide an accurate learner model [38]. Therefore, this method can be applied to obtain the initial student information from VLE profile as the first step of using the application, and then the Overlay model can be used later for each learner’s profile individually to reflect the expert-knowledge level of the subject .This method applies the qualitative measure (good–average–poor) that indicates the degree of user’s knowledge.

Profile Adapter: Interacts with any external application (VLE) or user to make use of modeling engine by accessing the profile builder. This will help external services subscribed and be notified by the user modeling engine.

To determine the student prior knowledge as explained above, it connects directly with the Student Profile database which performs two different types of techniques: Knowledge and Behavioral based [18]. The Knowledge-Based adaptation typically results for data collected through questionnaires and studies of the user (hence the student prior knowledge), with the purpose to produce a set of initial knowledge estimation and classify users in groups and generalizes student characteristics to that group. The Behavioral adaptation results of user monitoring during his dynamic test activity. Hence the Profile Organizer helps the student improving his current level by providing the suitable questions and hints depending on his knowledge group.

- **Dynamic Assessment Engine:** It follows the GPAM-WATA structure. It gets the assessment questions from the dynamic assessment database, in which it includes all the recommended questions and hints that will be used in assessing the students all the way along to perform the dynamic assessment strategy (pre and post-tests). When learners answer any given item incorrectly for the first time, the system will provide a general hint (IP). If they answer the item incorrectly a second time, they will be given more specific hint (IP), this will be done three times till the student get the right answer. After that, Learners then go on answering other items when either of two conditions is fulfilled: learners still fail to answer correctly after a maximum of three IPs are delivered, or learners answer it correctly. After learners finish the test, meaning there is no item left for them to answer; the proposed system provides information about the items that the learners failed to answer correctly. Furthermore, the student profile will be updated simultaneously with the new student performance level estimation after each test via student modelling agent.

- **Recommendation Engine:** Its task is to suggest all the necessary learning materials stored in learning resources database that indicated by the instructor and can be recommended by the system to the user to help him improving his learning knowledge and skills, after been dynamically assessed and determined his current performance level. The proposed (DRSA) system describes an automatic personalization approach for providing learning object recommendations for students in M-learning systems. The term “Learning Object” means any digital educational resource used within the M-learning environment, it is all known formats of digital educational resources i.e. a course, a web page, books. These learning objects are tracked in databases references. Therefore, automatic recommendation of learning objects means generating a list of educational resources (hosted and/or created inside the M-learning platform) in order to guide and support the learners. The recommendation procedure is performed to be able to compute relevant learning resources to recommend for the active learner by applying a number of recommendation strategies, such as collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, and/or hybrid recommendation algorithms. These algorithms use information about users and resources to generate recommendations [39]. To meet the task objectives, the student is required to have the test once again after accessing the recommended learning resources
till he gets the expert level knowledge of his subject. This process will ensure better understanding level of the student besides enhancing his self-learning motivation.

Mobile Student Side:

Consists of two essential layers which are the application service and context service described as following:

- **Application Service:** responsible for all user interactions with the system including the User Interfaces, contents representation plus tracking the user’s activities such as recording new learning items that the user has recently read and save them in the server side by pushing the personalized notifications to the student modeling engine.

- **Context Service:** automatically pushes user changing context to the user profile database by collecting the student real time learning environment. Generally, User Context is defined into three categories (Dey, Abowd, and Salber, 2001):
  - *Computing context,* such as, network connectivity, communication costs, and bandwidth.
  - *User context,* such as, user profile, location, people nearby and social situation.
  - *Physical context,* such as, lighting, noise levels, traffic conditions, and temperature.

The system will record the students’ favorite places such as (library, train, home, etc...), then proactively deliver notifications to his mobile device based on user’s current status. During the interaction with the user, the recommended test items and learning resources will be delivered to the student based on his current context by adopting the user and physical contexts. More complex items will be suggested based on the place where the student can concentrate, while the less complicated ones are recommended to other places like train or university where the student are most likely to be distracted. These locations are previously stored in the user preferences.

iv. Conclusion

This paper has outlined the general principles of a new approach to perform personalization strategies in m-learning environment. This approach combines digital learning resources and real-world learning contexts for more flexible learning not restricted with time and place. In this study, a dynamic assessment-based learning mechanism is proposed, and a mobile learning environment is developed accordingly. In addition, student modelling approach is integrated with context recommender system. This integration performs better and more accurate determination of student learning ability, provide informal learning any time, and enhance his knowledge process with proper learning resources recommendations. Currently, the practical implementation of the proposed prototype is being contributed on a specific mobile platform in order to evaluate its efficiency and accuracy on different students’ knowledge level.
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